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the led is a light source which uses semiconductors and electroluminescence to create light there are two major kinds of light emitting diodes led and oled the led is different than el lamp in that it uses a small semiconductor crystal with reflectors and other parts to make the light brighter and focused into a single point, this article is a compilation of all 8051 based electronic projects and circuits we
have developed at circuitstoday till date we have one of the biggest collection of 8051 based projects which range from very advanced ones like electronic voting machine heart rate monitor rfid based access control and a lot more to medium level and easy ones like water level controller solar, bio rajesh chhabra is the general manager of the south east asia greater china and western australia region for cray he is a well known high performance computing hpc expert in asia pacific having been working in this industry for over 18 years in this region, sherry is a member of the firms chemical and biotechnology patent practice group counseling clients on the procurement of patent protection in the u s and internationally and
Electricity is the set of physical phenomena associated with the presence and motion of matter that has a property of electric charge. In early days, electricity was considered as being not related to magnetism. Later on, many experimental results and the development of Maxwell's equations indicated that both electricity and magnetism are from a single phenomenon: electromagnetism.